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TheVikings' magical aid to nauigation

the rcols thathelped change the course

Å .touau crvstal oulled

.,f\ r.orn,.,. r.ri,oo,
\.has shed light

on a piece of history that,
until today, was seen as mere
legend, that the Vikings
were guided on their sea

adventures by a magic object
called a sunstone, which
could find the sun through
fog, behind clouds and
below the horizon.

Between roughly 800 and
1100 AD, long before any
known use of the magnetic
compass in the'§ilest, the
Northmen or Vikings
covered some 3,000 linear
miles of ocean, raiding,
colonizing and changing
forever populations as far
afleld as lreland, England,
France, Russia and Iceland,
and planting settlements
in Greenland and North
America. They were expert
navigators, using everything
frorn landmarks to the sun

and stars for guidance, but
that alone doesn't explain
their success. Because the
seas they had to cross are

)§

subject to long periods where the sun is

hidden - dense fog and cloud cover can last
for days, and twilight is extremely long during
some parts of the year - they could not have
completed so many long voyages on the open
ocean over so great a period of time without
some reliable means of direction finding.

Ancient legends indicate their aid to
navigation was the sunstone; now recent
research indicates another instance of
legend turning out to be reportage in
disguise. A paper publlshed this March in
the Proceedings of the Royl Society A by
scientists from Rennes University in western
France offers convincing proof that a crystal
recovered from an old shipwreck is an
authentic, ancient sunstone.

has stepped out of legend to take its place among

of history.
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Known as the Alderney Crystal, the object
was found in the remains of an unidentified
English warship that was lost in 1592 near
Aldemey, a Channel Island about nine miles

off the Cherbourg Peninsula. The wreck was

discovered tn 1977 when local fisherman
Bertie Cosheril found ensnared in his line
a heavily encrusted object that turned out
to be a 16th-century musket. The old gun

led the local diving club to a sunken wreck,
where they retrieved two cannons and some

artifacts. Archaeologists explored the site
for nine months in 1990 and recovered 200
more items - but dld not come up with the
sunstone. That historic find is credited to
Aldemey diver Steve Wright, who visited
the wreck in2002 with the scientists from
Rennes.
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,.":., . , Rendered translucent by
' :: centuries of submersion, the

crystal lay like an unobrrusive stone amid
the wreckage and came close to staying below
forever. A milky.white object about the size

of a cigarette pack, it only grabbed Wright's
attention because of its interesting shape.
It grabbed everyone else's attention when
spectroscopic anaiysis reveaied it to be a piece
of Iceland Spar, a form of calcite famous for a

rare optical property that has long made it first
choice among believers to be the stuff of which
sunstones are made.
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Sunstone navigation works because the earth's
atmosphere polarizes sunlight, orienting the
beams on a path radiating outward from the
sun. This polarization does not change much
even when the atmosphere is full of clouds and
moisture; so, if you could 'read' the beams you
could find their origin point as long as light
remains, and always know which way you were
headed. Calcite does this decoding very nicely.

The science behind the magic is a rare
attribute of certain crystals known as

birefringence. Whereas light passing through a

normal crystal undergoes refraction, changing
its angle before exiting, light passing through
a birefringent crystal not only gets refracted,
but also splits into two distinct beams. Called
'ordinary' and'extraordinary' beams, they
produce twin images that are offset from one
another and of differing intensities. This can
be observed by looking through the crystal
or letting the beams fall onto a surface - the
Norse sagas refer to the former practice, and
the Rennes researchers built a 'sun compass'
following the latter. To safely sail a befogged
sea, a Viking captain needed only to hold the
crystal up to the sky and move it around until
the two images aligned and achieved equal
brightness, which happens only when the
crystal is facing the sun head.on.

Besides being of the right substance, the
Alderney Crystal had been found near

a pair of dividers used to mark nautical
charts, indicating it belonged to the vessel's

navigator. §7hen the researchers tested a
transparent Iceland Spar crystal of the same

size, they discovered it could locate the sun
with an accuracy of + 1 degree, even when
it had dipped far below the horizon. Their
inescapable conclusion: the Alderney Crystal
is indeed a sunstone.

But why was a sunstone on board an English
vessel 400 years after the Viking Age ended
and some 200 years after the magnetic compass

became common in the West? A stimulating
supposition comes from physicist Dr. Guy
Ropars, who led the Rennes investigative
team and is the principal author of its
paper. Pointing out that lnagnetism was

not understood until Willlam Gilbert
described it in 1600, he suggests rhar, because

the sunstone was known to be reliable, it
could have been used to back-up or verify
the compass reading.

"§Øe have verified that one of the cannons
excavated from the Alderney shipwreck
is able to perturb the orientation of a
magnetic compass by more than 90 degrees,"

Ropars reports. "An optical compass could
have helped mariners avoid navigational
errors when the sun was hidden, since sky
polarization provides an absolute reference,"
he says.
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Finding sunstones in history is about as

difficult as finding them in archaeology.
There is no mention of a sunstone in the
best-known sagas, and only in Raudfilfs pdtt
(Raudulf's Tåle), a short episode in The

Separate Saga ofSt. OLav, rs the actual use of
a sunstone recorded. In the story, Saint Olav

- 11th-century King Olav Haradlsson II of
Norway - visits a wise man named Raudulf
and his sons Sigurdur and Dagur, all of whom
are reputed to possess special skills. At a

certain point, the king has them demonstrate
these skills, which he then verifies.

"The weather was thick and snowy as Sigurdur
had predicted. Then the king summoned
Sigurdur and Dagur to him. The king made
the people look out and they could nowhere
see a clear sky. Then he asked Sigurdur to tell
where the sun was at that time. He gave a clear
assertion. Then the king made them fetch
the solar stone and held it up and saw where
light radiated from the stone and thus directly
veri6ed Sigurdur's prediction."
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Known as the Alderney

Crystal, the object was

found in the remains of
an unidentif ied English

warship that was lost in

1 592 near Alderney.
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The story is not history, but an allegorical
tale meant to help spread Christianity;
its mention of a sunstone is significant
hecause it indicates the writer was certain
that his audiences were farniliar enough
with sunstones to understand the narrative
without explanation.

Despite the few references, sunstones had to
be in circulation at one time and considered

objects of value, because asset records from
severai churches and cloisters in Iceland
datlng from the 14th and 15th centuries list
them among church possessions.
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Still, if sunstones were so preclous, why
have none been found buried with, say, a

Viking hoardl Ropars suggests one reason is

that calcite crystals are somewhat delicate,
and can dissolve in soil acids after many
years underground. In addition, the crystals

break apart when heated to just 250'C, a

temperature that would have been exceeded

in a Viking funeral pyre. It is, therefore,

something of a miracle that the Alderney
Crystal survived underwater for so long.
The researchers decode the science

behind rhar, roo. In the paper they
explain that sand abraded the surface of
rhe crystal, which ar the same time was

reacting with the seawater around
it; these reactions produced

calcium-magnesium

ion exchanges that reduced the fragile crystal's

solubility and strengthened its mechanical
properties.

The Rennes team has been studying the
crystal for three years. \il/hen they lirst brought
their sunstone theory to the press in 201 1,

most of the articles balanced their enthusiasm
with skeptical voices citing that one had
never been found at a Viking Age site. Now
therc's an answer to that point as u,e11.

"The Alderney Crystal is, to our knowledge,
the only calcite crystal ever found in an

ancicnt ship, but from for-rr centuries after

the Viking Age. Recently, thor-rgh, a calcite
fragmer-it rvas cliscovered in the excavation of
a Viking settlement in lceland, proving that
at least somc people in the Viklng Age were

using sunstones," Ropars says.

So, did the device that helped put Medieval
Europe to the sword also help save Elizabethan
England from the Spanish Armada ancl,

thereby, help shape tl-re Modern Age? Some

Llllestions may never he answered, but now
that everyone knor'vs what to look

for, maybe more sunstones

will be unearthed and some

gaps in this fascinating
story filled in.*
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Three authors of the paper proving
that they found a sunstone.

Alderney diver Steve Wright

{center) discusses the crystal he

discovered with President of the
Alderney SocietyTrevor Davenport
(right) and scientist Albert Le Floch

of Rennes University (left).
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